The sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score is a scoring system commonly used in critical care to assess severity of illness. Automated calculation of the SOFA score using existing electronic health record data would broaden its applicability. We performed a manual validation of an automated SOFA score previously developed at our institution. A retrospective analysis of a random subset of 300 patients from a previously published randomized trial of critically ill adults was performed, with manual validation of SOFA scores from the date of initial intensive care unit admission. Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, weighted Cohen's kappa, and Bland-Altman plots were used to assess agreement between manual and electronic versions of SOFA scores and between manual and electronic versions of their individual components. There was high agreement between manual and electronic SOFA scores (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient = 0.90, 95% CI 0.87-0.93). Renal and respiratory components had lower agreement (weighted Cohen's kappa = 0.63, 95% CI 0.53-0.73 for renal; weighted Cohen's kappa = 0.77, 95% CI 0.70-0.84 for respiratory). The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) for 30-day in-hospital mortality was 0.77 (95% CI 0.68-0.84) for manual SOFA scores and 0.75 (95% CI 0.66-0.83) for automated SOFA scores. Automatic calculation of SOFA scores from the electronic health record is feasible and correlates highly with manually calculated SOFA scores. Both have similar predictive value for 30-day in-hospital mortality.
Introduction
Objectively quantifying severity of illness and risk of death is an important challenge in critical care clinical research.
Scoring systems developed with this aim include the acute physiology and chronic health evaluation (APACHE) score [1] , the simplified acute physiology score (SAPS) [2] , and the sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score [3] . Of This article is part of the Topical Collection on Systems-Level Quality Improvement A full list of the SMART Investigators may be found in the appendix.
Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (https://doi.org/10.1007/s10916-018-1060-0) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. these, the SOFA score is the simplest to calculate, as it requires the fewest variables, all of which have clear definitions and are potentially extractable from the electronic medical record, and, after calculation of each individual SOFA component, the final score requires only addition of its 6 components. Although the SOFA score was initially developed to quantify organ failure, more recently it has been used to predict mortality [4] [5] [6] . Furthermore, an increase in a patient's SOFA score by 2 or more points was recently included as a component of the Sepsis-3 definition, widening the score's clinical applicability [7] . Despite being simpler to calculate than other scores, manual calculation of SOFA scores can be time-consuming, limiting its application to clinical care and its use in large-scale clinical research.
A SOFA score calculated automatically from data available in the electronic health record could eliminate the burden of manual SOFA score calculation and potentially increase its use. Such a tool, however, must be validated against the traditional, manual approach to SOFA score calculation to confirm its accuracy before being applied to research or clinical practice. An electronic SOFA (E-SOFA) score calculator had been previously developed at our institution but had not been rigorously validated [8] . Therefore, we used data on manually calculated SOFA scores collected as part of a recently completed randomized trial to examine the performance characteristics of the E-SOFA score [9] . We hypothesized that the E-SOFA score would correlate closely with the manually collected SOFA score and would predict in-hospital mortality with similar accuracy.
Methods

Study design and oversight
We performed a retrospective analysis of a subset of patients enrolled in the Isotonic Solutions and Major Adverse Renal Events Trial (SMART). SMART was a 15,802-patient, pragmatic, single-center, cluster-randomized, multiple-crossover trial comparing balanced crystalloids versus saline among critically ill adults [9] . Both the initial trial and the current study were approved by the Vanderbilt University Medical Center Institutional Review Board with a waiver of informed consent. Portions of this research were previously presented in abstract form [10] .
Patients
Complete inclusion and exclusion criteria for the SMART trial were previously published [9, 11] . Briefly, all adults (age 18 years or older) admitted to five intensive care units (medical, surgical, neurologic, trauma, and cardiovascular) at Vanderbilt University Medical Center during the study period were enrolled at the time of initial intensive care unit (ICU) admission. For the current study, a subset of 300 patients was selected using simple computer-generated randomization from the overall population of SMART participants.
Algorithm development
The SOFA score contains 6 primary components: cardiovascular, respiratory, renal, hepatic, neurologic, and coagulation [3] . Patients receive between 0 and 4 points for each component, depending on the results of routinely collected clinical and laboratory values, with higher scores signifying increasing severity of illness. The maximum possible SOFA score is 24 points.
The E-SOFA score examined in this study was previously developed in a separate cohort of ICU patients with central line infections [8] . The E-SOFA score was calculated by electronic extraction of all necessary data elements from the institutional electronic data warehouse -a repository generated from a subset of data elements contained within the electronic health record. Within the data warehouse, a list of all study participants was uploaded and all elements necessary for the calculation of a SOFA score were selected. Using a preexisting function, every value for each necessary data element over a specified date range was downloaded. A file containing the data was uploaded into R Statistical Software Version 3.4.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Once uploaded, an algorithm in R calculated the individual E-SOFA score components and summed them into a final E-SOFA score.
The E-SOFA score contains all values found in the traditional SOFA score, with the exception that the partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood (PaO2) to fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) ratios are estimated using oxygen saturation (SpO2) to fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) ratios if no PaO2 values are available [3, 12, 13] . For patients receiving supplemental oxygen via nasal cannula, FiO2 is estimated based on the oxygen flow in liters per minute (Supplemental Table 1 ). In our electronic medical record, FiO2 and oxygen delivery device are clearly labeled in patients receiving supplemental oxygen through invasive or noninvasive mechanical ventilation. Most other noninvasive oxygen delivery devices (including nonrebreather mask, Venturi mask, facemask, and high-flow nasal cannula) are not labeled in a manner that is readily extracted from the EHR, although an FiO2 is often explicitly recorded. For the purposes of calculating an SpO2 to FiO2 ratio, any FiO2 listed for these patients was assumed to be accurate. For each parameter, the most abnormal value during a calendar day is used to calculate the E-SOFA score. Missing data are assumed to be normal.
As a sensitivity analysis, we examined a modified version of the algorithm which calculated E-SOFA scores using a recently-published modification of the cardiovascular SOFA score component [14] . The modified cardiovascular component incorporates several parameters, such as lactic acid, shock index (the ratio of heart rate to systolic blood pressure), and additional vasoactive agents (e.g., vasopressin), not included in the traditional SOFA score. It outperformed the traditional cardiovascular SOFA score in predicting ICU mortality, in-hospital mortality, and 28-day mortality [14] . Another sensitivity analysis was performed examining a simplified SOFA score excluding vasopressor dose and urine output data due to concerns that these data might be harder to extract at some institutions (Supplemental Table 2 ).
Outcomes
The primary outcome in this study was the agreement between the E-SOFA score on the date of ICU admission for each patient and a manual SOFA score for the same date calculated by physician manual review of the electronic health record using a standardized case report form. Discrepant scores were reviewed individually to determine the etiology of the discrepancy.
Secondary outcomes included the agreement between each of the individual manual and E-SOFA score components, between modified manual and E-SOFA scores incorporating the modified cardiovascular component, and between simplified manual and E-SOFA scores. Death prior to the first of hospital discharge or 30 days (30-day in-hospital mortality) was the outcome used to assess the predictive performance of the manual and E-SOFA scores.
Data collection
Demographics and clinical outcomes were obtained from the SMART trial database, which used data recorded in the electronic health record during routine clinical care. Manual review of the medical record with collection of all values needed to manually calculate a SOFA score was performed in all patients in the validation cohort using a standardized form (provided in the electronic supplement). Manual SOFA scores were calculated by the first author, who was blinded with respect to patients' E-SOFA scores at the time of data collection. Further details regarding the manual data extraction process are also provided in the electronic supplement. E-SOFA scores were automatically calculated for patients in the validation cohort, as described previously.
Statistical methods
Categorical values were described using numbers and percentages, and continuous variables were described using means and standard deviations or medians and interquartile ranges, as appropriate. Agreement between manually collected SOFA scores and E-SOFA scores was evaluated using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. Agreement between each individual component of the manual and E-SOFA scores was evaluated using a weighted Cohen's kappa [15] . For SOFA score components with lower agreement between the manually and electronically collected versions, agreement between the manually and electronically collected versions of the raw data used to calculate them was measured using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. This analysis was performed to determine if one specific clinical or laboratory variable was primarily responsible for any discrepancies. Bland-Altman plots were generated to illustrate the agreement between manual and E-SOFA scores, between each of their individual components, and, for those components with lower agreement, between the manual and electronic versions of the raw data used to generate those components [16] .
Unadjusted logistic regression models were fit to evaluate the association between manual and E-SOFA scores with 30-day in-hospital mortality. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was calculated to determine the discriminative ability of both manual and E-SOFA scores for 30-day in-hospital mortality. Statistical significance was set at a 2-sided P value less than 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed with R Version 3.4.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
Results
Of 15,802 patients in the SMART trial dataset [9] , 300 were randomly selected for the current study. Among these, the median age was 59 years [IQR 45-71], and 57% were male (Table 1) . Thirty-six percent of patients were admitted to the medical ICU. The median manually calculated SOFA score was 5 [IQR 2-8]. The median E-SOFA score was 5 [IQR [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . A total of 39 patients (13.0%) experienced 30-day in-hospital mortality.
The manual SOFA and E-SOFA scores for each patient were highly correlated (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient 0.90; 95% CI 0.87-0.93). The mean difference between manual and E-SOFA scores was 0.34 (95% CI -2.47 to 3.14) (Table 2, Fig. 1 ). The mean absolute value of the difference between the manual and E-SOFA scores was 0.80 (95% CI 0.67-0.94), and the median was 0 [IQR 0-1] ( Table 2 ). The largest difference between an individual patient's manual and E-SOFA scores was 7, which occurred in one patient. Two patients differed in their manual and E-SOFA scores by 6 points, one by 5 points, and the remaining 296 patients had manual and E-SOFA scores within 4 points of each other (Fig. 1) .
Manual and E-SOFA scores were highly correlated for each of the cardiovascular, hepatic, coagulation, and neurologic components, with all 4 having a weighted Cohen's kappa greater than 0.95 (Table 2 , Supplemental Figs. 1-4) . Agreement between the manual and E-SOFA scores was lower for the respiratory and renal components (weighted Cohen's kappa 0.77; 95% CI 0.70-0.84 for respiratory and weighted Cohen's kappa 0.63; 95% CI 0.53-0.73 for renal components) ( Table 2 , Supplemental Figs. 5-6). Etiologies of discrepancies are described in Supplemental Table 3 .
When analyzing the values used to calculate the renal component, creatinine values collected manually and electronically were highly correlated (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient = 1.00; 95% CI 1.00-1.00) (Supplemental Fig. 7) . Agreement between manual and electronically collected values for daily urine output, however, was lower (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient = 0.72; 95% CI 0.63-0.79) (Supplemental Fig. 8 ). Manual review of discrepancies between manually and electronically collected urine output values demonstrated failure of the electronically collected values to distinguish anuria from improperly recorded urine output among patients who were not anuric. Twelve patients had missing electronically collected urine output data that were able to be successfully calculated manually (Supplemental Table 3 ). Forty-nine patients had discrepancies due to electronically collected urine output not being adjusted for the time of admission.
For the values used to calculate the respiratory component of the SOFA score, a high correlation was observed between electronic and manual PaO2 to FiO2 ratios (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient = 0.88; 95% CI 0.79-0.95) (Supplemental Fig. 9 ). Correlation was lower between manually and electronically collected SpO2 to FiO2 ratios (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient = 0.62; 95% CI 0.51-0.74) (Supplemental Fig. 10 ). Discrepancies primarily derived from difficulty capturing FiO2 values at the same time that an SpO2 value was recorded for some patients (Supplemental Table 3 ). Also, 24 patients had arterial blood gases which were not captured by our data extraction technique. These arterial blood gases were primarily those obtained in the perioperative setting prior to the patient returning to the intensive care unit (n = 16) (Supplemental Table 3 ).
The manual and electronic versions of the modified cardiovascular SOFA score component exhibited excellent agreement (weighted Cohen's kappa = 0.99; 95% CI 0.97-1.00) (Supplemental Table 4 , Supplemental Fig. 11) . Similarly, manual and E-SOFA scores incorporating the modified cardiovascular component were highly correlated (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient = 0.91; 95% CI 0.88-0.94) (Supplemental Table 4 , Supplemental Fig. 12 ). Simplified manual and E-SOFA scores excluding the vasopressor dose and urine output data were also highly correlated (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient = 0.97; 95% CI 0.95-0.98) (Supplemental Table 4 , Supplemental Fig. 13 ), as were the simplified manual and electronic cardiovascular and renal components (Supplemental Table 4 , Supplemental Figs. 14-15).
In separate logistic regression models, manual SOFA scores (p < 0.001; OR per point 1.26; 95% CI 1.16-1.36) and E-SOFA scores (p < 0.001; OR per point 1.24; 95% CI 1.14-1.35) were each significantly associated with 30-day inhospital mortality. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) for 30-day in-hospital mortality was 0.77 (95% CI 0.68-0.84) for manual SOFA scores and 0.75 (95% CI 0.66-0.83) for E-SOFA scores (Fig. 2) . The simplified E-SOFA score was also significantly associated with 30-day in-hospital mortality (p < 0.001; OR per point 1.31; 95% CI 1.18-1.44) and had similar predictive ability for that outcome (AUC = 0.76, 95% CI 0.67-0.84) (Supplemental Fig. 16 ).
Discussion
This retrospective analysis of a random subset of patients from a randomized trial demonstrated high correlation between manually calculated SOFA scores and SOFA scores calculated using data automatically extracted from the electronic health record. The manual SOFA and E-SOFA scores demonstrated Fig. 1 Bland-Altman plot of manual and E-SOFA scores (N = 300). The mean difference between the scores was 0.34 (95% CI -2.47 -3.14). E-SOFA = electronic sequential organ failure assessment Fig. 2 ROC curves for manual and E-SOFA scores for 30-day in-hospital mortality (N = 300). ROC = receiver operating characteristic; E-SOFA = electronic sequential organ failure assessment; AUC = area under the receiver operating characteristic curve similar predictive ability for 30-day in-hospital mortality. These findings have short-term implications for clinical research and potential long-term implications for the monitoring and care of hospitalized patients.
Several characteristics of the E-SOFA score contributed to its success. First, it incorporated all SOFA components. Second, the comprehensive nature of our electronic health record meant that we were able to extract nearly all necessary data, and efforts are ongoing to refine extraction of the remainder. Third, as some variables for which a numeric value was needed were occasionally recorded as text (e.g., an FiO2 of 0.21 recorded as Broom air^), our algorithm was specifically designed to capture this information.
While our E-SOFA score validated well, the accuracy of the urine output and SpO2 to FiO2 ratio could be improved. Accurate urine output was difficult to calculate for two reasons. First, two distinct populations frequently lacked urine output data: anuric patients and ambulatory patients urinating in the restroom. The current algorithm assumes all missing data are normal and cannot distinguish them. Imputation of missing urine output might improve its predictive power. Second, because E-SOFA scores were calculated for each calendar day, patients admitted later in the day had a lower proportion of their daily urine output recorded, resulting in a falsely low urine output on the date of admission. Adjusting urine output for time of admission may be more accurate. Calculating E-SOFA scores for the first 24 h after admission, as opposed to the first calendar day after admission, would also fix this issue.
Discrepant SpO2 to FiO2 ratios arose from difficulties in determining an accurate FiO2 at the time SpO2 was measured. Due to frequent FiO2 titration in some patients, only values recorded at the time of an SpO2 measurement are currently used to calculate an E-SOFA score. In some cases, however, FiO2 can be inferred during manual chart review from values recorded near the time of SpO2 measurement. As a result, using FiO2 values within a specified time range of a measured SpO2 to calculate an SpO2 to FiO2 ratio may improve the algorithm's accuracy. Several prior studies have described the development of electronic SOFA scores automatically collected from the medical record [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Prior electronic SOFA scores did not always validate the scores generated by electronic extraction against the reference-standard of a manually reviewed SOFA score [18, 19] . Additionally, prior studies frequently modified or excluded significant components of the original SOFA score [18, 19] . Of the prior studies that did validate against a manual SOFA score, one study included only 50 patients [17] and two studies did not provide detailed data regarding their validation process [17, 20] . Our study provides a detailed validation against a manually calculated SOFA score among a relatively large number of patients and incorporates all SOFA score components.
In the prior study most similar in design to the current work, Harrison et al. manually validated an automated electronic SOFA score and its individual components in a patient population similar to ours [21] . They reported a mean difference between manual and electronically calculated SOFA scores of 0.29 and a standard deviation of 1.75, similar to our results. Harrison et al. also reported a higher rate of discrepancies in the respiratory and renal components of the manual and automated SOFA scores, as was noted in our study, although the rate of discrepancies in these components was significantly improved in a later study prospectively validating an updated, near real-time version of their algorithm [22] . An important difference in findings was that Harrison et al. reported difficulty collecting some GCS scores electronically, which we did not observe in our study, although again, the authors appear to have resolved this issue by the time a later study was published [22] .
This study has several strengths. First, it is larger than most previously reported studies of electronically generated SOFA scores. Our study also includes a broad population of both medical and surgical ICU patients, increasing its generalizability. Our E-SOFA score uses all six SOFA score components, without simplification or exclusion of any component. Furthermore, it incorporates recent modifications to the SOFA score intended to improve its accuracy and widen its applicability. Specifically, use of the SpO2 to FiO2 ratio in cases where the PaO2 to FiO2 ratio is not available has been utilized by only one other group validating electronic SOFA scores, to our knowledge [21, 22] . In addition to the traditional SOFA score, we have also validated our ability to accurately extract a modified cardiovascular component of the SOFA score. To our knowledge, validation of the modified cardiovascular SOFA score component has not been reported outside of the institution that developed the score [14] , a notable result given the modified cardiovascular score's improved ability to predict mortality. Finally, we validated a simplified SOFA score for use in healthcare systems with limitations on extractable data. A validated severity of illness score that is easier to automatically collect may assist in the performance of clinical research across a broader range of institutions.
In addition, our study has important limitations. It is a single-center study, limiting generalizability, particularly given that the accuracy of the E-SOFA calculator is dependent on the accuracy of the data input, which may vary by institution. A single investigator performed all manual SOFA score calculations, introducing the potential for errors in manual data collection. This validation was performed retrospectively and even the manually calculated SOFA scores relied on data recorded in the electronic health record. Prospective data collection by study personnel at the bedside might be more accurate than SOFA scores calculated from manual chart review. FiO2 was estimated in some patients by oxygen flow in liters per minute, which may introduce significant variability [23, 24] .
GCS scores in sedated patients were not able to be excluded, which may affect the accuracy of the neurologic component. At least one single-center study reported a near real-time SOFA score calculator for immediate clinical use [22] . Our current SOFA score calculator is not currently designed for such rapid turnaround and such near real-time use of our E-SOFA score was therefore not evaluated. Finally, our calculator is not currently integrated into our medical record system, requiring extraction of the data prior to calculation of the E-SOFA score. A fully integrated calculator would broaden the potential applications of the score.
Conclusion
Calculation of SOFA scores from data automatically extracted from the electronic health record is feasible and correlates highly with manually calculated SOFA scores. Future studies should focus on tighter integration of automated severity of illness scores into the electronic health record and whether provision of a near real-time E-SOFA score to clinicians alters clinical management or outcomes.
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